Abstract. Many application systems have a user login function, the how to improve the safety of the user login information? In this paper, we study the problem of the traditional user login MD5 encryption method, based on the improved, a new encryption method is proposed. A new encryption method is simple, random code is not fixed, the security is strong.
Introduction
With the rapid development of information construction in our country, information processing system based on the network and database technology is gradually deepened, while the user login module is an indispensable piece of system applications. However, due to technical limitations and software defect, the normal operation of the system was from a variety of security threats, especially some hackers are always illegal login system with his ragged secret technology, cause incalculable damage to information systems. Among them, the user login module is often the entry of the hacker attack, thus, system login encryption technology is particularly important, effective methods must be taken to ensure the safety of the system login.
In all kinds of business systems, people often set up a user information in the database tables. Data in the table contains the user information such as user name and password. A user's information is called a database record. When user login database, we program to access the database through the network, and obtain the corresponding user name and password in database. By checking the user input the user name, password, and compares the information in the database, if the value is the same, can through the check, then enter the system. If the check result does not match, the log out process.
Below, the system login using the traditional encryption methods are discussed drawbacks, and then propose a new encryption method.
Traditional Way of the Encyption System and Its Disadvantages
In the early system of small website system, users can set their own password in a range of password requirements, although this password in receiving text box will be displayed in an asterisk, but in the background of the server database is to receive the real password characters. Once the server attacks, the user information data will be leaked and the attacker can do whatever they want with the user information, the consequences could be disastrous. Thus, in order to improve the security of application systems, it is necessary for users to encrypt sensitive information, especially the user's password. In the field of software design, there are a variety of techniques and algorithms to verify user information, also can use a variety of security technology at the same time, to strengthen the security of the system. System in checking the authenticity of a password to verify user identity, although logically feasibility is higher, but it is difficult to avoid password guess solution technology brings hidden trouble. In addition, the hacker will explore glimpse into information on the communications channel, so the transmission clear text passwords are easy to be hacked, resulting in destruction. As a result, people explore export orders encrypted transmission mode.
In order to ensure the safety of all kinds of business system, the database and other related information encryption is very important. Even if there is a hacker entered into a database, but he cannot decrypt, still he can't get the original information in the database. The encryption, need the encrypted data to choose appropriate, on the premise of not exceed the system maximum load. In all kinds of business system login module, MD5 encryption algorithm has been widely applied.
The Description of the MD5 Encryption Algorithm
MD5 stands for Message Digest Algorithm 5, is a hash function widely used in the field of computer security, to provide message integrity protection. In the early 1990s, it is developed by the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science and RSA Data Security Inc's Ronald L. Rivest, by the MD2, MD3 and MD4 evolved. MD5 can be used for the different length of data block into a 128 -bit values. Its role is to make the large capacity information before signing private key with digital signature software is "compressed" into a format that secrecy, which put an arbitrary length byte string into a long integer. Due to the use of MD5 algorithm does not need to pay any royalty fees, so the general case the MD5 encryption algorithm, also can yet be regarded as a kind of very good use by individuals and companies widely.
MD5 encryption is a one-way encryption of the encryption algorithm. As for the MD5, there are two very important characteristics. First is any two plaintext data, after encryption cipher text can not be the same; the second is an arbitrary period of plaintext data, after encryption, the result must always be the same [1] . The meaning of the former is impossible to have any two plaintext encryption after to get the same ciphertext, which means that if we encrypt specific data, resulting the ciphertext must be the same.
The Improvement of the Traditional MD5 Encryption Algorithm
The user's password is encryted by the MD5 algorithm , and the encrypted ciphertext is stored in the back-end server database table,so you can take to ensure that the data are not expressly when taken.But the pure MD5 encryption and security do not think so,and the MD5 insecurity lies in the existence of such a dictionary,in which there are a lot of password and their corresponding ciphertext encrypted through MD5.The encryption and cracking process of user's password is shown in Fig.1 : When hackers steal database information in a large web site, through the MD5 encryption method, some password is encrypted constantly, such as a12345, encrypted into AF8F9DFFA5D420FBC249 141645B962EE, which is queried in the dictionary whether there is a matching ciphertext, if it exist s, the corresponding user password is cracked, fastly, and the operation is simple, MD5 decryption o nline crack can be finished quickly.
So there would be improvements in the following areas [2] :
Artificially Enhanced the Strength of the User's Password. In order to improve the system security, application system on the basis of using the MD5 encryption is enhanced to increase artificially the strength of the user's password, as specified in the password length range set the pass word as long as possible, such as 098765432123, encrypted into d4470f83114ed9b33f293e5fc154a0 9, the query result is shown in Fig. 2 : Query results show that as long as you can purchase, the text passwords will be provided. But for a high requirement of security system this way is obviously not desirable. Moreover, it is within the scope of their memory ability to set the password as complex as possible. If the user password is qwe@#$%, which is encrypted into 4778728 c6c940afb9db9dd382b3176f7, the query result is shown in Fig. 3 : Figure 3 . The result of the qwe@#$% after decryption of encrypted cryptograph. Fig. 3 and Fig. 2 , as a result, as long as you can get to buy the corresponding plaintext password. Thus, with the powerful of decrypting database, the strength of artificially enhanced password security is also decreasing.
Repeatedly Using MD5 Encryption. A MD5 encryption is easily to crack, how is the cracking strength of twice or three times encryption? Commonly used password experimental results are shown in Table 1 : Statistical results show that the password which is often set by some users can be still cracked after twice or three times encryption. Shortcomings of the traditional improvement to the method of encryption password is fixed, not random change, so easy to crack. Therefore, the traditional way of encryption exists great potential safety hazard.
Proposed A System Login Dynamic Encryption Method
Traditional encryption methods to improve the loopholes in the design of the system is necessary to make further improvements for vulnerabilities. Traditional encryption methods, easily cracked because of the presence of a large dictionary.The passwords which is frequently set and its corresponding ciphertext can be found in the dictionary. Therefore, this system can use a more secure encryption method when setting the encryption method, the basic idea is:
The random code A and ciphertext C are separately submitted to the server, saved to the database. The specific procedures are as follows: The user only needs to submit the password when he logged onto the system. After submitted to the server, the password and the random code stored in the user data are combined, then they are encrypted by MD5 algorithm, authentication can be. Its implementation is as follows:
Server. When the user changes password, the server saves the random code A and the encrypted secret C (random code + password B). Among them, the random code generation and MD5 encryption function is as follows: string code = ""; int codeLength = 4;
for ( Although the ciphertext P is reversible operation, however, it dose not include the verification code N in the submission process, even if intercepted ciphertext submitted by users is difficult calculated user's password.
Data Protection for the Communication Process:
Here the user submits a password in plain text passwords, malicious acquire once, before encryption would be meaningless. Therefore, we need to ensure the safety of client and server communications, here the solution is to use the HTTPS protocol. HTTPS is SSL encrypted transmission protocol with security.
HTTPS is a secure communications channel, which is based on the development of HTTP, for communication between the client computer and the server exchange information. It uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for information exchange, in simple terms it is a secure version of HTTP, it is through the use of symmetric ciphers, CA public and private key encryption algorithm, digest algorithm, the encryption strength can reach 128 or more. The key problem can be solved three major areas: the client confirmed the identity of the server, the server of the customer identification, to establish a secure data channel between the server and the client. Its principle is: Each server has its own unique certificate, used to secure the server data [8] . Communications between the client and the server are encrypted, in particular,there is a symmetric key generated by the client to exchange keys through a certificate server, which is the general sense of the handshake, then all information exchanges are encrypted. Even if they are intercepted under certain conditions, if not the key, also did not make any sense, which is more to improve the user login security. Its principle is: Each server has its own unique certificate, used to secure the server data [8] . Communications between the client and the server are encrypted, in particular,there is a symmetric key generated by the client to exchange keys through a certificate server, which is the general sense of the handshake, then all information exchanges are encrypted. Even if they are intercepted under certain conditions, if not the key, also did not make any sense, which is more to improve the user login security.
Conclusions
The safety of the user login is related to the safety of the application system, its security is very important. This article is that the author do some improvement in the actual application system development on the basis of the traditional encryption methods to log in system, so as to improve the security of the entire system login. With the improvement of cracking technology, more and more powerful encryption technology needs to emerge.
